
VISUAL THINKING STRATEGIES: Art coming alive 
Integrating the Arts 

Integrating  the  Arts Morning  at  Memorial Spaulding Elementary School  

 
What is  VTS? 
•Visual Thinking  Strategies (VTS)  is a method initiated by  teacher-facilitated 
discussions of art images and  documented  to  have a cascading  positive 
effect on  both  teachers and students. It  is  perhaps  the simplest way in which 
teachers  and  schools  can  provide students with key  behaviors  sought by 
Common  Core  Standards: thinking  skills  that  become  habitual and transfer 
from  lesson  to  lesson, oral and  written language literacy, visual literacy, and 
collaborative  interactions among  peers. 
•VTS  provides  students an  opportunity to: 

  -think  deeply  and  critically in many  different  subject areas 
 -problem  solve  in a collaborative way 
 -actively  participate and  produce growth in all students. 

Want to learn more?  Look at: http://vtshome.org/ 
 
Why  is  this  important?  

“Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) transforms the way students 
think and learn. Based in theory and research, our program 
uses skilled facilitation of visual art discussions to significantly 
increase student engagement, performance, and enjoyment of 
learning.” -VTS Mission Statement 



How can I support this learning at home? 
 

Go to a museum!  
 
We have so many amazing museums like the MFA, The Isabella 
Stewart Gardner Museum, The ICA, The Fogg at Harvard, the list 
goes on and on!  Find a work of art that inspires you both and Ask 
your child to answer the three key questions: 
 

-What is going on in this work of art? 
-What do you see that makes you say that? 
-What else can we find? 

 
Bring a sketchbook or a writer’s notebook to record your findings. 
 

Use a family photo or artifact as inspiration 
 
To inspire some creative writing, perhaps bring out an old family 
photograph and have your child write a story about the day. 
Perhaps, choose a photograph that he is in, and have him be 
inspired by the image! Or, find something that seems obsolete like 
an old piece of technology and have your child talk about what 
they notice. 
 

Find inspiration in other places too 
 
Turn on some music and have your child either write or talk to you 
about what the music makes her think about.  Perhaps when you 
are cooking, have your child smell a spice or other ingredient and 
use that as a source of inspiration for the writing process. 
Encourage your child to grab a pencil and start writing! 


